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A descriPtion is siven of the main ideas used in the desisn 
of SPIRAL, a kernel for a natural lansuase interface aimed at 
seneralitw in linsuistic abilitw and domain Portabilitw+ 

Thoush Prolos is used to implement the interface, swntactic 
analwsis is not Performed via metamorphosis, definite-clause, 
or extraPosition srammar formalisms, but rather b~ means of a 
3-level bottom-up extensible Parser makins use of rewrite 
rules+ The aPPlication of each of these rules is controled bw 
a module capable of embodwins non-swntactic knowledse+ 

Swntactic and semantic anal~ses are seParatel~ done, but 
semantic tests are embedded in the Parser resultins in a 
substantial decrease of ambisuit~. The· aPPlication dependent 
Parts of the semantic anal~ser constitute a separate module. 
To make it eas~ to adapt the interface to new aPPlications, a 
set of Predicates is Provided to helP in the definition of 
that module. 



Introduction 

• • + • realitw maw avoid the oblisation to be 
ini{restins, b•Jt ( ••• ) h•~pothesis ma·~ not.• 

Dea~ and the Compass, J. L. Borses 

Results from research on natural lansuase understandins 
swstems made durins the last 15 wears, either imPlicitlY (by 
failins to meet certain reGuirements), or exPlicitlY, Point 
out the need for world knowledse, inference, context analysis 
and the like when trYins to analYse a natural lansuase 
sentence (this need is more acute when Phenomena such as 
anaphora (reference Problem) is dealt with [G. Hirst 81]). 

One of the main Problems with the losic srammar formalisms 
Proposed so far (metamorphosis srammars [A. Colmerauer 75,78J, 
definite-clause srammars [F. Pereira, D. Warren 80], and 
extraPosition Srammars CF. Pereira 81J), as well as with their 
concrete aPPlications (from CR. Pasero 73] to CF. Pereira 
83]), is that no Provision is made to check each sYntactic 
analysis step for consistency with respect to meanins. In this 
sense, sYntactic analysis is carried out blindly. Introduction 
of tests in the srammar rules, tYPification [V. Dahl 77J and 
slot-filler based aPProaches CM. McCord 80,81], CF. Pereira 
83J, are inciPien~ steps toward the use of non-sYntactic 
knowledse to suide Parsins. But in Present day sYstems, 
whenever such knowledse is used it must be intersPersed within 
the srammar rules and there is no neat separation at this 
level between the syntactic and the non-syntactic modules 
even if semantic analwsis is Performed after sYntactic 
analYsis. 

In what follows I Present the main ideas underlwins SPIRAL, 
an open kernel for a Seneral natural lansuase interface that 
sives an answer to the above criticism and simultaneously 
tries to keep a hish desree of Portabilitw between 
aPPlications. 

In SPIRAL a 3-level Parser is 
analwsis. The second and third 
interleaved fashion so that the 
level results on the flw. The 

used to perform sYntactic 
levels are executed in an 
third level checks second 

non-sYntactic knowledse the 
extended to include criteria third level has can easilw be 

based on knowledse from discourse context, world knowledse1 



inference, and so forth. This way it is Possible to have a 
desirable interaction between two hishlY modular devices, one 
workins on the syntactic features and beins controlled by the 
other which uses more comPlex forms of knowledse. 

Syntactic and semantic analyses ars seParatelY done, but 
semantic tests are embedded in the Parser resultins in a 
substantial decrease of ambisuitY. The aPPlication dependent 
Parts-of the semantic analyser constitute a seParate module. 
To make it easy to adaPt the interface to new aPPlications, a 
set of Predicates is Provided to help in the definition of 
that module. 

Syntactic Analysis 

"I state; you, if You wish, refute.• 

The Aristos J. Fowles 

A first Point of diversence from the metamorphosis, 
definite-clause and extraposition Srammar formalisms (referred 
to as 'losic srammars' in what follows) is the Parsins 
strateSY+ The SPIRAL Parser makes use of a bottom-up techniGue 
better suited to accePt external Suidance and to analyse 
elliPtic sentences and all forms of extraPosition <I have no 
intention of enterins the old and tired top-down versus 
bottom-up controversy - Please cf. the Guotation above ; 
thoush many PeoPle tend to admit that the former is more 
efficient than the latter, this is false at least for 
(unbiased) context-free srammars CM. KaY 80]). The stress Put 
on the two linsuistic Phenomena above (elliPsis and 
extraPosition) follows from the Purpose of not restrictins 'ab 
ovo' the interface capabilities, and also from the relatively 
hish freGuencY of such forms in Portusuese, the lansuase 
actually analysed bY SPIRAL+ 

While rules of a losic srammar constitute an indivisible 
Prosram workinS on normally 3 tYPes of data (surface 
representations, non-terminals and syntactic structures>, 
SPIRAL is stratified into levels accordinS to the functions 
Performed and the kinds of data dealt with. 

Rewrite rules in SPIRAL are in some extent similar to the 
rules in losic srammars. Obviously they occur in inverted 
forms, in accordance with the bottom-up Parsins strateSY 
while in a losic Srammar we have, for instance, 

a -> bl, b2 •••' bn 



in SPIRAL the same rule will aPPear as 

bi, b2 •••' bn -> a 

There is no distinction between terminals and 
non-terminals. A sentence is represented by the list of the 
lexical representations for its words, and the lexical 
representations can have Prolos variables to hold information 
for future use. Lists of lexical representations are what 
actually aPPears on both sides of the rewrite rules. Hence 
there are no restrictions on a rule's risht-hand side, in 
contradistinction with losic srammars' left-hand sides. 

Besides the lexical one, two other representation forms are 
used : one for what I call meanins-cells Cm-cell, for short)~ 
and another for Phrase structures built from them. 

Am-cell tries to rePresent anw contisuous words SrouP that 
is meaninsful on its own when isolated from the rest of the 
sentence. m-cells may contain other m-cells and be conJoined 
to Sive am-cell. Some of them-cell tYPes SPIRAL currentls 
works with are t 

- noun Phrase 

- verb 

- complement (an adJective sroup, 
a Prepositional Phrase, or an adverb) 

- subPhrase (relative clause> 

- wh-Guestion 

For instance, in the sentence 

'The system uses techniGues to encode a more 
seneral model that are very efficient' 

there are them-cells 

- the SYStem 

- techniG•Jes 

- 1Jses 

- to encode a more seneral model 

- that are very efficient 

the last two of them containins 

- encode - a more seneral model 

- are - ver'3 efficient 



Phrase structures are represented by a 3-Place 
whose three arsuments in a siven instant describe of a 

Lt 23 

f1Jncto r 
Phrase 

- its main m-cells (either a verb, or noun-Phrases - verbs 
are envisased as Phrase 'functors'), 

comPlements that await attachement to nouns or verbs 
(this simPlifies the treatment of extraPosition>, 

- subPhrases found so far. 

We can now examine how the SPIRAL Parser works. On a first 
level of Processins words are conflated whenever Possible ; 
information from deleted words instantiate variables that 
occur on the lexical representations of the remainins words. 
This is a deterministic Pass and results from aPPlYins rewrite 
rules like the followins (in Edinbursh syntax, with '-)' as 
infix operator), 

C determiner(Quant,Asr), noun<N,Quant,Asr) I R J 

-> C r,oun<N,Quant,Asr> I R J ♦ 

This rule states that a determiner followed by a noun is 
deleted if both have the same asreement. Moreover, the 
~uantification expressed by the determiner is saved in the 
lexical noun rePresentation. This particular rule is a Prolos 
unit clause but some other rules have a clause body to test 
their aPPlicabilitY+ After the first level, a second level 
analyses word SrouPs to obtain m-cells+ This is done by 
aPPlYins recursive rewrite rules with the followins format I 

: - • + • 

where •-->' and '-' are infix operators. Such a rule means 
that M_cell is the result of analYsins the first list of 
lexical representations, the second one beins what is remnant. 
Like for the first level rules, clause bodies may imPose 
conditions on rule aPPlication. 

Each m-cell extracted by the second level is embedded into 
the current Phrase structure by a third level of Processins to 
Produce a new Phrase structure. Each clause head in the third 
level has the format 

---> 

where '+' and '--->' are infix oPerators - its meanins is 
obvious. A monitor is used to control the second and third 



levels forcins their interleaved execution. 
defined bw the followins two clauses 

This monitor is 

mon( LO, PO, Ln, Pn ) :-

mon( L, P, L, P ). 

LO --> Ll - M 
M + PO ---> Pl , 
mon( Ll, Pl, Ln, Pn ). 

So, whenever the third level fails bw findins out that a 
m-cell is extraneous to the current Phrase structure, 
backtrackins to the second level takes Place. In this 
situation, either an alternative analwsis exists, or the 
monitor stops Producins the Phrase structure built so far and 
the rest of the sentence that remains to be anal~sed. A second 
level clause body maw include a call to the monitor forcins a 
recursive analwsis to be Performed. 

The first and second levels are Purely swntactic, thoush 
the latter uses semantic tests to ensure correct attachment of 
complements to nouns. Both work by aPPlYinS rewrite rules from 
two distinct sets comPrisins, respectively, about 10 and 25 
rules. The third level must decide on whether am-cell can or 
cannot be added to the current Phrase structure. This 
important function, that imposes a check on each syntactic 
analwsis step, is based, for the time beins, on criteria 
concernins the Phrase structure and some knowledse about 
complements and verb arsuments (nouns are tYPed and for verbs 
a slot-filler aPProach is used, as in CV. Dahl 77], CM. McCord 
80,81]). Those criteria can easily be extended to more 
sophisticated ones based on knowledse from discourse context, 
world knowledse, inference, and so forth. 

This way it is Possible to 
between two hishlY modular 
syntactic features and dealins 
the other usins more complex 
Phrase structures. 

have a desirable interaction 
devices, one workins on the 
with lexical representations, 
forms of knowledse to build 

In summarw, the characteristics of these 3 levels in SPIRAL 
are as follows : 

1st level - has some 10 rewrite rules transformins a 
list of lexical entries into another such list. 

2nd level - has some 25 recursive rewrite rules that 
from a list of lexical entries Produce one m-cell and 
remainins list ; each m-cell is Passed to the 3rd 
level (as soon as Produced) and if not accePted, 
alternative rules (if any) are aPPlied ; otherwise, 
the Processor stops sivins as result the Phrase 
structure built sc fer (if ans), and the remnant list. 



3rd level - builds the Phrase structure from the 
m-cells extracted by the 2nd level controllins it by 
accePtins or reJectins m-cells; the 3rd level is 
also responsible for the treatment of extraPosition, 
Passivization, and comPosite nouns (like 'the dos, the 
cat and the mouse'). 

When the end of the sentence is reached, another SPIRAL 
module is launched to check the Phrase structure built for the 
sentence and to carry on with elliPsis analysis if needed. At 
Present only a few inciPient anaphoric forms are analysed by 
SPIRAL and by methods not comPletelY adeauate. Personal and 
Possessive Pronouns are solved by searchins a noun list (built 
durins the lexical analysis) and selectins a noun from it ; 
some kinds of elliPsis are solved by the introduction and 
dereferencins of a Pronoun, and some others are treated bY 
comParins Phrase structures. The seneral Philosophy Prescribed 
in CG. Hirst 81J will sooner or later be adoPted in SPIRAL+ 
Nevertheless, the semantic tests used in the second and third 
levels, tosether with the slot-filler aPProach, Provide a lot 
of information extremely useful in solvin~ ambisuities. This 
fact allows for Present methods to work well in many 
instances. A similar situation is encountered in the 
case-srammar aPProaeh, aualified in CG+ Hirst 81J as •••• a 
firm base for anaPhora resolution•, thoush only information 
from cases is used. 

To help fix ideas, two (simPlified) examples of sentence 
analysis follow - the two sentences are from CF+ Pereira 
B1,83J. The functor PS(_,_,_) is used for Phrase structures 
(see above for a description of its arsuments), and * and 
\ ___ / are used to mark, resPectivelY,. a failure at the third 
level, and the words activatins a second level rewrite rule+ 
ImPortant information bound to variables on the lexical 
representations of nouns or verbs is shown informally 
followins them and within Parentheses <e.s., mouse(the) 
represents the noun 'mouse' containins the information from 
the determiner 'the') ; in verbs, subJect always Precedes 
direct obJect. Numbers within braces denote comments to be 
found after each fisure. 

The second examPle shows that a sentence violatins the Ross 
complex-NP constraint will not be accepted by SPIRAL for 
ease of exposition the determiners are droPPed+ 



InP•Jt sentence : the mouse that the cat chased saueaks 

After 1st level : mouse(the) that cat(the) chased saueaks 

2nd, 3rd levels: 
\ _____________ / 

{1} 

I 
/ 

recursive anal~sis on; 

Ps(that(mouse(the)),_,_) 
l 
I 
l 
I 
I 

cat(the) chased , ______ / \ ____ / 
I I ! ____________ • _________ , 

l I + 

I 
Ps(that(mouse(the))tcat(the),_,_) I 

l I 

'---------------•----------------1 
l 

Ps(chased(cat(the),mouse(the)),_,_) 
l 

sa1Jeaks 
\ _____ / 

I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
l 
I 

'-------------------·------------------1 
I 
* {2} 

end of recursive anal~sis {3} 

Ps(_,_,xl=chased(cat(the),mouse(the,that(xl)))) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

mouse(the,that(x1)) \ _________________ / 
I 

1--------------•-------------' 
I 

sa•Jeaks 
\ _____ / 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Ps(mouse(the,that(xl)),_,xl= ••• ) 
I 

I 
I 

'----------------------------·---------------------------1 
I 

Ps(saueaks(mouse(the,that(xl))),_, 
x1=chased(cat(the),mouse(the,that(x1)))) 

Result saueaks(mouse(the,that(x1))) & 
xl=chased(cat(the),mouse(the,that(x1))) 



{1} - the relative will be anal~sed throush a recursive 
anal~sis. 

{2} - 'saueaks' cannot be added to 'chased(the cat,the 
mouse)' because a Phrase cannot have two main verbs, 
resultins in a failure at the 3rd level and the end of 
the recursive anal~sis. 

{3} - from the recursive anal~sis results a Phrase 
structure that is Passed as a subPhrase to the 3rd 
level b~ the rule launchins the recursive anal~sis; 
this rule is also responsible for the bindins of 
'that(xl)' to the noun 'mouse' and for the ante
Position of this noun to the remnant sentence. 

Input sentence: 

the mouse that the cat that chased likes fish saueaks 

After 1st level : 

2nd, 3rd levels: 

mouse that cat that chased likes fish 
saueaks 

, ________ / 
I 

I 
recursive analwsis on: 

ps(that(mouse),_,_) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

cat that chased likes ••• , ______ / 
I 

I 
recursive anal~sis on: 

ps(that(cat),_,_) 
I 
I 
I 
I 

chased , ____ / 
I 

1 ____ • _____ 1 

I 

likes , ___ / 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Ps(chased(cat,_),_,_) 
I 

I 
I 1 __________ • __________ 1 

I 
* {1} 

t • • 

end of recursive analysis <2> 



Ps(that(mouse),_,xl=chased(cat(that(xl),~)> 
I 
I 
I 
I 

cat(that(xl)) \ ___________ / 
I 

1--------------·------------' 
l 

Ps(that(mouse)tcat(that(x1)),_,x1= ••• ) 
I 

likes 
\ ___ / 

I 
I 
I 
I 

1 ________________________ • _________________________ 1 

I 

fish 
\ __ / 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Ps(likes(cat(that(x1>>,mouse),_,x1=•••> I 
I I 

'-----------------------------·---------------------------1 
I 
* {3} 

end of recursive anal~sis {4} 

Ps(_,_,xl=chased(cat(that(xl),_) & 
x2=likes(cat(that(x1>>,mouse(that(x2))) 

mouse(that(x2)) \ _____________ / 
I 

'-------------------·-----------------' 
I 

Ps(mouse(that(x2)),_,xl=+••&x2=•••> 
I 

fish 
\ __ / 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

'------------------------·----------------------' I 

PS(mouse(that(x2))tfish,_,xl=•••&x2=•••> 
I 

saueaks 
\ _____ / 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 

'-----------------------------·------------------------1 
I 
* {5} 

{1} - a Phrase cannot have two main verbs, then 'likes' can 
not be added to 'chased(cat, somethinS)'. 

{2} - the subPhrase Just found is added to the Phrase 
structure that alreadw existed. Note that 'chased' is 
treated as transitive thoush with a direct obJect not 
stated - a common situation with certain verbs. 

(3} - 'fish' cannot be added to 'likes(cat,mouse)' bw the 



reason in {1} above. 

{4} - the two subPhrases found so far are conJoined. 

{5} - the anal~sis fails as 'saueaks' is intransitive. 

If 'fishes' occurred instead of 'fish' and if a mouse could 
in an~ wa~ fish saueaks (and in Poetr~ - at least this is 
obviousl~ Possible>, the followins anal~sis would be arrived 
at t 

fishes(the mouse (that< 

saueaks) 

likes(the cat(that chased somethins>, 
the mouse>>, 

To illustrate other capabilities of the s~ntactic anal~ser 
in SPIRAL some sentences that it accepts are listed below, the 
last of which because a direct translation from Portusuese is 
not correct in Enslish words within Parentheses do not 
appear in the Portusuese version. 

the author wrote a book in 1910. 

in 1875 the author decided to write a book. 

the works that the author wrote are for the Piano. 

the author that wrote in Venice a book. 

the work that in 1920 was written bw the author. 

the author that was born in London and whose work was 
written in Paris. 

the author whose work was written in the 18th centurw. 

the Piano is the instrument for which the work was 
written. 

the authors in whose centuries works have been written. 

the work A is older than the work B. 

who wrote books 1 

who wrote the oldest book 1 

which are the works that were written in the 20th 
centurw 1 



which are the works from the 19th centurw? 

in which centur~ was born the author? 

the author wrote all his works in London. 

the author that was born in the Place where (he) wrote 
his works. 

Lexical Analwsis 

In order to use dictionaries similar in content to current 
dictionarw books (and this should be a Soal for anw natural 
lansuase interface) some kind of suffix analwsis must be 
Performed at the lexical recosnition stase. This need is still 
more ursent when analwsins lansuases like Portusuese or French 
that make swstematic use of inflections and conJusations, for 
substantial savinss in dictionarw space can then be sleaned. 

To this end, I built (tosether with Antonio Porto, and much 
in the vein of CP. Sabatier, J+F+ PiGue 82]) a lexical 
analwser usins a set of inflection/conJusation rules alons 
with a dictionarw containins word roots, words that constitute 
excePtions to the Siven set of rules or that are not described 
bw them, and words that have no suffixes. For each inPut word 
(represented bw the list of its characters in reverse order> 
the analwser tries a direct dictionarw entrw and subseGuentlw 
(either bw a failure in this attempt, or bw a failure at the 
swntactic or semantic levels) performs suffix analwsis. The 
current set of rules for Portusuese <some 80 Prolos clauses) 
covers 4 verbal conJusations in the 1st and 3rd Persons, 
sinsular and Plural, 4 tenses and Pronominal conJusation for 
all this, as well as almost all inflections accordins to 
sender and number some 17 different forms of Plural. 
TwPicallw a clause sPecifwins a verb root imPlicitlw defines 
some 68 different forms for it ! 

The counterparts to the dictionarw compactness attained bw 
this method are : 

- some Problems of rePresentation duplication if word 
surface representation is to be kePt for future use 

- the dilemma of either allowins stranse words to be 
accepted as valid bw the inflection/conJusation rules, 
or burdenninS the lexical analwser with tests 

- an unfelt loss of efficiency 



Concernins the dilemma above, if one accepts that the user 
should be responsible for the use of, e.s., 'writed' instead 
of 'wrote', there should be no damase if the natural lansuase 
interface understands it accordins to the Seneral rules. This 
is all the more so if the natural lansuase interface Provides 
a ParaPhrase of what has been understood after anal~sins a 
sentence - a research direction that will be taken soon. 
Obviousl~, for those not sharins this Point of view there 
remains the Possibilit~ of Providins tests to filter erroneous 
words. 

Lexical ambiSuit~ is treated b~ backtrackins from the 
syntactic anal~ser. Some experiments on co-routinins the 
lexical and syntactic analysers were made with some success b~ 
Antonio Porto usins his ideas on control CA. PQrto 82J, and 
will be Pursued in due course. 

Semantic Anal~sis 

For sake of modularity and SeneralitY, the semantic 
anal~ser uses an intermediate semantic representation (ISR) 
form to build a Prolos seal expression from a syntactic 
structure. An ISR form consists of Prolos soals, obJect (in 
seneral, entity) descriPtions and auxiliar Pseudo-soals <used 
to Pass information while buildins the ISR form). ObJect 
descriPtions are used the same way as in CA. Walker, A. Porto 
83] ; in SPIRAL they occur under the form of a 3-Place functor 

oCT~PetVar, Guant, Cond) 

containins the obJect tYPe, the Prolos variable associated 
with it, its auantification, and a definins condition in ISR 
that may contain other obJect definitions. 

For instance, to the sentence 

'the works from the authors of each century' 

corresponds the followins ISR expression and Prolos seal 

oCworktW, each, 
o(authortA, each, 

o(centur~:c, each,_) & 
author<A,D> & centurY(D,C> > & 

work(W,A> > 



set(work/author/centurw) : Swac <
all(Swa/C, 

sen_centCC> & 
all(Sw/A, 

Swac) 

author<A,D) & centurw<D,C) & 
allCW, workCW,A>, Sw>, 

Swa >, 

whefe 'all' is the Predicate defined in CL. Moniz Pereira, 
A. Porto 81] and 'sen_cent' is a generator of suitable century 
val1Jes. 

ISR expressions are built from the swntactic structure bw 
some general Predicates, Plus a separate set of aPPlication 
dependent ones, that define the semantics for verb and its 
complements, verb and its arguments, and noun and its 
comPlements. Writing such Predicates for a Particular 
aPPlication is made easw bw the use of Pseudo-goals and some 
Pre-defined Predicates coPing with them (adding a Prolog goal 
to a condition, substitutins a Pseudo-seal bw a Prolog Saal, 
choosing and insertins Prolos seals from a list, and so 
forth). 

When translatins an ISR expression to a Prolog one, scoPinS 
Problems concernins distributive auantifiers (such as 'each') 
and assresations (such as 'averase') CF. Pereira 83] are dealt 
with. 

Efficiencw and Future Work 

SPIRAL has been implemented using the RT-11 ProloS 
interpreter bw Clocskin, Mellish, Bwrd and Fisher CW. 
Clocksin, c. Mellish, R+ Fisher 80] and adapted bw A+ Porto 
and I to run under an RT-11 Extended Memory environment on a 
PDP-11/23 machine with floppy-disks. The program currently 
occupies some 15K (16-bit) words (in terms of nicely Presented 
Prolos text about 23 pases as follows : 5 for the lexical 
analwser (includins a common dictionarw>, 9 for the swntactic 
analwser, 3 for the semantic one, and 6 for the current 
aPPlication dePendent Parts the aPPlication dictionarw 
included). The remainins SK left free are what is needed as 
workspace. Future extensions under these conditions maw force 
the use of a two-Job partition as in CL+ Moniz Pereira, P. 
Sabatier, E. Oliveira 82] or CL+M+ Pereira, A. Porto 82] - it 
is no noveltw that a PDP-11/23 is a somewhat restricted 
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Response times, thoush no exact benchmarks have been made, 
are comparable to those described in CL.H. Pereira, P. 
Sabatier, E. Oliveira 82J or CL.M. Pereira, A. Porto 82J and 
var~ from less than 1 second for most sentences, to 10 or more 
seconds for ver~ complex ones - these times are better than 
those obtained b~ a Lisp Prosram that attempts to understand 
noun compounds, runnins on a PDP 2060 (it takes some 5 seconds 
to anal~se 'slass wine slass') cn.B. McDonald 82J. 

These results are auite satisfactor~ takins into account 
the machine used - whenever the 5th seneration machines CT. 
Motooka (ed.) 82J, CD. Warren 82J become a realit~ this 
section will stand as an examPle of concern with anachronistic 
valu~s. 

As alread~ stated, SPIRAL is thousht of as an open (as an~ 
spiral!) kernel for a natural lansuase interface and this 
means that man~ research directions are open to further extend 
its abilities. Amons them, those concerned with the followins, 
to be explored soon: 

- actions to be Performed when a sentence 
understood or is ambiSuous (dialosues with 
and ParaPhrasins will be sousht) 

cannot be 
the user 

- means to help confi~urate the interface to a new 
domain (wherever Possible those used in CM. Filsueiras, 
L. Moniz Pereira 82J) 
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